House Mounted flagpoles / accessories
House Mounted Flagpoles — (Buy as a Kit or Buy Pieces Separately!)
Want a great looking house mounted flag kit but don’t know where to start? Buy one of our flagpole kits! We’ve taken our most popular poles, brackets and accessories and added a quality outdoor nylon U.S. flag for a house mounted pole kit that is sure to do your home proud!

Tangle-Free Kit —

Our absolute best!

Includes our 6' (2 Piece) white aluminum tangle-free spinning pole, white aluminum Ultimate

Items can be ordered individually.

Bracket, and a 3 x 5' nylon U.S. flag. The adjust-

Tangle free kit

able bracket gives you the versatility to adjust the

Item No.

bracket to any angle you desire, while the internal

2pc. Spinning Pole

$19.95

310044

n/a

Ultimate Bracket

$17.95

3 x 5'

U.S. Nylon Flag

$32.95

na

Tangle-Free Kit

$70.85

Tangle Free Kit Special Combo Price

$62.95

Item No

Description

Price Each

164

6'x1" 2 piece alum. pole (white)

$19.95

166

5'x1" 2 piece alum. pole (white)

$18.95

167

5'x1" 2 piece alum. pole with wood grain

$21.95

168

6'x1" 2 piece alum. pole with wood grain

$23.95

169

Eagle - for Spinning Pole

$3.95

wrapping around the pole. Crisp display of our

35211000
12345

sewn stripes, embroidered star flag. A perfect

		

combination!

Without a doubt our best pole ever! White aluminum topped with
a gleaming gold ball or eagle. The secret to this pole is not even
visible: the pole rotates on concealed ball bearings in the center of
the pole. While the bottom half stays put in your bracket, the top half
can rotate to keep your flag from wrapping around the pole. No more
untangling your flag every time it gets windy! This pole is ideal for
both flags with grommets and banner sleeves.

Brackets
1-Position Polished
Stainless Steel Bracket
This stainless steel
bracket is not basic in
its strength! If you are
looking for a dependable
bracket that will not break
no matter how bad the
weather conditions, this is
the one for you.

Stainless bracket
	Item no. 	price ea.
310125
$29.95

Q: What size flag and pole
should I get?

Style 	Each

6'

ball bearings on the flagpole keep your flag from

Tangle-Free Spinning Pole

Size

164

1-Position
Brass Bracket

Adjustable Bracket

Beauty and strength all in
one bracket – what more
could you want? Solid
brass bracket holds a pole
at a 45 angle. Perfect for
indoor use in schools or
churches, or outdoor use as
a bracket for your U.S. or
decorative flag.

bracket gives you the

The AJ-W adjustable
versatility to adjust the
bracket to any angle you
desire.

	Aluminum bracket
	Item no. 	price ea.

310047	

BRASS bracket
	Item no. 	price ea.
	ACC2435
$29.95

Q&A

A: To keep the flag from touching the house while flying, and becoming tattered

more quickly, buy a pole that is
1 foot longer than the length of your flag. For a 3 x 5' flag, buy a 6 foot pole.
For a 2-1/2 x 4' flag, go with a 5 foot pole.
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$15.95

Aluminum
Block Bracket
This strong aluminum
block bracket gives
you strength as well as
versatility, in a bracket
that can hold a pole
at both a 45o and
90o angle.

Block bracket
Item no.

310133

price ea.

$32.95



